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The two potential energy surfaces (11A and 21A PESs! adiabatically correlating the reactants and
products asymptotes of the title reaction were studied by means of the CASSCF and CASPT2ab
initio methods. The minimum energy path determined for the ground PES evolved through the
barrierless insertion of the O(1D) atom into a C–H bond. The OH1CH3 products result from the
dissociation of the CH3OH methanol intermediate formed. Reactivity on the excited 21A PES was
found to proceed via an abstraction pathway. The energy barrier involved is low enough to expect
the 21A PES to play a non-negligible role in the title reaction, even at the usual conditions attained
in the experiments. The crossing between the 11A and 31A PESs was also investigated, the latter
surface correlating with the excited OH(A 2S1) product. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reaction of methane with the oxygen atom in t
first excited electronic state,

O~1D !1CH4~X 1A1!→OH~X 2P!1CH3~X 2A29!

DH298 K
+ 5243.1 kcal mol21 ~Ref.1!, ~1!

is an important source for stratospheric OH, which par
determines the chemistry of the Earth’s ozone layer thro
the HOx cycles.2–4 The OH1CH3 reaction channel is the
most important one for the O(1D)1CH4 reaction@quantum
yield of 0.7560.15 at 300 K~Ref. 5!#, whose overall rate
constant at room temperature approaches the gas ki
limit: k51.5310210 cm3 molecule21 s21.5

The dynamics of reaction~1! was extensively studied
from an experimental point of view. Laser-induced fluore
cence ~LIF! and chemiluminescence measurements of
OH nascent internal state distributions were carried out.6–13

Polarized Doppler-resolved LIF spectroscopy14–18 was used
to study the OH product state-resolved kinetic energy
angular distributions. Very recently, the same properties
the global OH product have been determined using mole
lar beams.19 The energy distribution of the CH3 was also
measured.20,21
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Reaction~1! was also theoretically studied.Ab initio cal-
culations were reported for the ground potential ene
surface.22,23 The complete active space self-consistent fi
~CASSCF! and multireference double configuration intera
tion ~MRDCI! methods were used in Ref. 22, where a qu
small active space~six electrons in five orbitals! and a lim-
ited basis set~50 basis functions! were considered. On the
other hand, we employed the monoreference UMP2~second-
order unrestricted Møller–Plesset! and UMP4~fourth-order
unrestricted Møller–Plesset! methods ~and their spin-
projected variants PUMP2 and PUMP4, respectively! and a
large basis set~116 basis functions! in Ref. 23. The broken
symmetry approach was applied in that work due to the m
tireference character of the 11A PES. Both the aforemen
tioned works concluded that the minimum energy pa
~MEP! of the 11A PES consisted on a collinear approach
O(1D) to a C–H bond, which involved a transition sta
placed 2–3 kcal mol21 above reactants. In Ref. 22 it wa
stated that, once this barrier is surmounted, the MEP evo
through the off-axis migration of the oxygen atom and
insertion into a C–H bond, yielding the methanol interme
ate. However, this statement could not be asserted by
calculations reported in Ref. 23. Theab initio data of Ref. 23
were used to derive two versions of a triatomic analyti
representation of the 11A PES,23,24 which were employed in
a quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! study of the reaction
dynamics.23–25

Here, we describe a newab initio study of reaction~1!,
which focused not only on the description of the ground P
of the system, but also on the characterization of the fi
excited one (21A PES!, which also adiabatically correlate
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reactants and products. This study casts some light on t
features of the 11A PES that could not be unambiguous
described in previous works,22,23 due to limitations of theab
initio methods employed. Moreover, here it was possible
analyze the role of the excited PESs of the system. T
problem had previously been extensively considered for
analogous and simpler O(1D)1H2→OH1H reaction~see,
e.g., Refs. 26–32!. Finally, the present paper gives some
tention to the crossing between the 11A and 31A PESs, the
latter correlating with the excited OH(A 2S1) product.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A very important feature of the O(1D)1CH4 system is
its diradical character. It behaves as an open-shell single
most regions of the PESs correlating reactants with produ
particularly in the entrance@owned to the O(1D) species#
and exit~owned to the OH1CH3 species! zones. Hence, in a
qualitatively correct treatment of reaction~1!, one must in-
clude at least two reference configurations to describe
wave function of the system.33 Nevertheless, it is possible t
relax this requirement and to obtain a quite good descrip
of this system by employing a monoreference method
calculation, provided that a broken symmetry singlet wa
function is generated and its energy is projected to avoid s
contamination~cf. Ref. 23!. However, some methodologica
~breaking of the spatial symmetry and accuracy of the p
jected energies! and practical~neither geometry nor frequen
cies are usually computed at the projected level! problems
occur when employing this approach. Hence, a multire
ence method is recommended to study this reaction.

In this work we employed the CASSCF and CASP
~complete active space, second order perturbation the!
methods. This approach seems to be accurate enoug
study reaction~1!. The CASSCF method is intended to in
troduce the main part of the nondynamical correlat
energy.34 The CASPT2 method introduces the dynamic
correlation to the CASSCF wave function by computing t
energy at the second order of perturbation theory.35 The
CASPT2 method has an estimated error in the exoergic
of 62 kcal mol21 for isogyric reactions~i.e., reactions that
conserve the number of electron pairs in reactants and p
ucts!, assuming that the active space includes all the vale
electrons and a large enough basis set is used.

The CASPT2 and CASSCF calculations were perform
by means of theMOLCAS 4.1 program,36 which allows the
computation of CASSCF energies, analytical gradients,
numerical Hessians, and CASPT2 energies. Unfortuna
neither geometry optimizations nor harmonic vibrational f
quency calculations at the CASPT2 level are available
MOLCAS 4.1. Because of this, we usually obtained the optim
geometries and frequencies of the stationary points of re
tion ~1! at the CASSCF level, and then performed CASP
pointwise calculations on the resulting structures~i.e.,
CASPT2//CASSCF calculations!. However, in some particu
lar cases~diatomic molecules and highly symmetric mo
ecules! or when the optimal CASPT2 geometries were fou
to be significantly shifted with respect to their CASSC
counterparts, numerical optimizations at the CASPT2 le
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were performed for all or some of the internal degrees
freedom of the analyzed structures.

After several checks, we selected as a suitable ac
space for the CASSCF calculations the one denoted as~14,
12! ~i.e., 14 active electrons distributed in 12 active orbita
with the appropriate symmetry and spin!. This full valence
active space leads to about 84 300 configuration state fu
tions. When applying the CASPT2 method, the correlat
energy was only computed for the valence electrons~frozen-
core approach!. In addition, the G2 variant of the CASPT
method was used, as it produces a balanced treatment of
open- and closed-shell configurations. In the CASPT2 ca
lations, it was checked that the weight of the referen
CASSCF wave function was always above 0.90.

To select the set of basis functions to be employed, t
different basis sets were tested by calculating the exot
micity of reaction ~1! and the dissociation energy of th
CH3OH minimum~methanol molecule! of the 11A PES: the
6-311G(2d f ,2pd) basis set of Pople37 ~116 basis functions!
and the cc-pVTZ basis set of Dunning38 ~116 basis func-
tions!. Since both basis sets yielded very similar results~dif-
ferences of 1 kcal mol21 or less were observed!, the
6-311G(2d f ,2pd) basis set was chosen, as in Ref. 23.
using such a large basis set, together with the full vale
active space, we expected to overcome the main difficul
found in a previous multireference calculation,22 due to the
limited size of the basis set and active space employed in
work.

III. RESULTS

For C1 , Cs , and C3v symmetries, the following PES
correlate with the asymptotic regions of reaction~1! ~Fig. 1!:
~a! reactants: (5)1A(C1), (3) 1A81(2) 1A9(Cs), and
(2) 1E11A1(C3v); ~b! products: (2)1A1(2) 3A(C1), 1A8
11A913A813A9(Cs), and 1E13E(C3v). Hence, both as-
ymptotes correlate adiabatically through the following PE
(2) 1A(C1), 1A811A9(Cs) and 1E(C3v). As shown in Fig.
1, the ground1E PES crosses with the excited1A1 surface
for C3v symmetry, the latter PES correlating with excite
products. As a consequence, an avoided crossing exist
geometries close toC3v symmetry between the 11A and
3 1A PESs (11A8 and 21A8 in Cs symmetry!. This makes
that the ground 11A PES presents1A1 character in the reac
tants region and1E character in the products region for the
geometries, while the 31A PES connecting reactants wit
excited products shows1E and1A1 characters in the entranc
and exit channels, respectively. The 21A PES, which con-
nects reactants with ground products, presents1E character
for geometries close toC3v symmetry.

This ab initio study mainly focused on the two PES
adiabatically correlating the reactants and products of re
tion ~1!: 1 1A ~ground PES! and 21A ~excited PES! for C1

symmetry. The ground PES correlates with the CH3OH alco-
hol minimum, as shown in Fig. 1. The accuracy of theab
initio methods chosen to characterize these PESs
checked by comparing the calculated values of the react
and products geometries and harmonic vibrational frequ
cies, the reaction exothermicity and the dissociation ene
of the alcohol minimum with experimental data. Table I su
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marizes the theoretical and experimental results on the e
getics of reaction~1! and methanol. The geometries and h
monic frequencies of reactants and products are show
Table A of the supplementary material.39

The CASPT2//CASSCF method properly reproduces
exothermicity of the reaction~less than 2% of relative error!.
Moreover, the description of the dissociation energy of
methanol minimum is also rather good at this level~less than
5% of relative error!. However, the CASSCF method and th
PUMP4//UMP2 method used in our previous work of R
23 yield slightly better results for the alcohol specie. Th
may be explained on the basis of a non-negligible shift

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the potential energy surfaces of the
reaction underC3v andCs symmetries.

TABLE I. Energetics of reaction~1!.

Method

E1ZPE/kcal mol21 a

CH3OH minimum CH31OH

CASSCF/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) 2129.4~2134.8! 234.8 ~230.4!
CASPT2//CASSCF/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) 2127.5~2132.9! 242.7 ~238.3!
PUMP4//UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)b 2129.2~2133.5! 242.6 ~238.6!
MRCI//CASSCFc 2122.2~2125.8! 242.5 ~238.2!
Experimental datad 2133.9 243.5

aEnergy referred to reactants. The values in parentheses correspond
energies without including the zero point energies.

bReference 23.
cReference 22. A~6,5! active space and a split-valence (9s5p)/@3s2p# basis
set of Huzinaga–Dunning–Raffenetti plusd polarization functions for C
and O andp polarization function for H atoms were used.

dDH0 K
+ from Ref. 1.
er-
-
in

e

e

.

-

tween the optimal CASSCF and CASPT2 structures
CH3OH. As proof, if a CASPT2 pointwise calculation i
performed on the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) geometry ob-
tained in Ref. 23, the absolute energy value obtain
~2115.50601 H! matches the CASPT2//CASSCF on
~2115.50609 H!. As the UMP2 and CASSCF geometries f
CH3OH are significantly different~cf. in Table II!, it can be
assumed that if the CASPT2 energy was computed on
optimal CASPT2 structure, the energy value would be low
and, therefore, the dissociation energy of the minimum lar
and closer to the experimental value. Regarding the pro
ties of reactants and products, their geometries and harm
frequencies are properly reproduced by means of
CASSCF and CASPT2 methods.

A. Ground 1 1A PES

A preliminary search of the stationary points occurri
on the ground 11A PES was performed using the CASSC
method, since gradients~analytical! and Hessians~numeri-
cal! can be computed at this level. The connections betw
the stationary points found and the reactants and prod
asymptotes were also studied by carrying out relaxed sc
along proper reaction coordinates~Fig. 2 and Table II, and
Table B in the supplementary material39!.

The CASSCF MEP on the 11A PES proceeds via a non
collinear attack of the O(1D) atom to a C–H bond, leading
to an early transition state~TS! with the O, H, C, and H8
atoms placed in the same plane~Fig. 2!. Two different struc-

tle

the

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the stationary points and connec
between them found at the CASSCF and CASPT2ab initio levels for the
1 1A PES.
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TABLE II. Properties of the stationary points of the 11A and 21A PESs.a,b

Stationary point ROH /Å RHC /Å RH8C /Å RH9C /Å /CHO/° /H8CH/° /H9CH/° /H8CHO/° E1ZPE/kcal mol21

1 1A
TS1a/TS1b
CASSCF (1A8)
TS1a 1.638 1.123 1.097 1.101 124.5 111.8 106.8 0.0 3.6~3.8!
TS1b 1.638 1.123 1.102 1.098 124.5 105.3 109.9 180.0 3.6~3.8!

CASPT2//CASSCF
TS1a/TS1b 23.3 ~23.1!

PUMP4 (1A8)c 1.513 1.140 1.083 1.083 179.9 108.2 108.4 0.0 20.1 ~3.6!
MRCI//CASSCF (1A1)d 1.66 1.10 1.08 1.08 180.0 108.7 108.7 ~2.1!
Experimente '0

M1 (1A8)
CASPT2//CASSCF 0.9602 1.954 1.102 1.085 44.1 134.3 97.3 2127.5~2132.9!
PUMP4//UMP2c 0.956 1.928 1.085 1.091 44.3 135.2 97.6 0.0 2129.2~2133.5!
MRCI//CASSCFd 2122.2~2125.8!
Experimente 0.9630 1.9481 1.0937 1.0937 43.9 140.0 96.4 0.0 2133.9

TS2 (1A1)
CASSCF 1.446 1.123 1.099 1.099 180.0 107.2 107.2 4.3~5.8!
CASPT2//CASSCF 24.9 ~23.4!

M2 (1E)
CASSCF 0.9729 2.781 1.092 1.092 180.0 93.8 93.8 0.05~21.1!
CASPT2//CASSCF 0.65 ~21.8!

2 1A
TS18 (1E)
CASSCF 1.401 1.208 1.093 1.093 180.0 106.8 106.8 ~12.0!
CASPT2//CASSCF ~21.6!
CASPT2f 1.625 1.120 1.097 1.097 180.0 108.9 108.9 ~1.2!

M28 (1E) ~see M2!

aSee Fig. 2 for the internal coordinates definition. Energy referred to reactants for TS1a, TS1b, M1, TS2, and TS18, while referred to products for M2 and
M28. The values in parentheses correspond to the energies without including the zero point energies.

bThe harmonic vibrational frequencies of the stationary points computed at the CASSCF level are given in Table B of the supplementary data.
cReference 23.
dReference 22.
eReference 5.
fThe optimal CASPT2 geometry for TS18 was obtained from a bicubic spline fitting of a set of 24 CASPT2 points computed around the CASSCF st
~see text for further explanation!.
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tures were distinguished for this TS, depending on whet
the O–H–C–H8 dihedral angle was equal to 0°~TS1a! or
180° ~TS1b!. Both structures are very similar in geomet
~except for the aforementioned dihedral angle! and energy
~Table II!. The energy barrier for these TSs is 3.8 kcal mol21,
which is in agreement with what was reported in Ref. 23~3.6
kcal mol21!, but higher than the value of Ref. 22~2.1
kcal mol21!. When including the zero point vibrational en
ergy~ZPE! correction, the energies of TS1a and TS1b rem
above reactants~3.6 kcal mol21!. On the other hand, the ex
periments suggested that reaction~1! should not present ac
tivation energy,5 and this was also proposed in theab initio
study of Ref. 23. This suggests that a proper description
this early transition state requires the inclusion of the
namical correlation energy, as the CASPT2 results sho
below demonstrate.

Once the barrier is surmounted, the CASSCF M
evolves through the insertion of the O(1D) atom into a C–H
bond, reaching the CH3OH minimum~M1!. This means that
the MEP is of insertion type. This was also stated in Ref.
although the early TS found in that work presented a col
ear O–H–C arrangement, instead of the noncolline
er

n

of
-
n

,
-
r

one obtained here. The geometry of a TS connecting re
tants with CH3OH should be expected to be bent, since
collinearO–H–Cbarrier could be thought to lead directly t
products~without passing through the alcohol minimum! via
an abstraction pathway. Thus, for the related O(1D)1H2 re-
action the MEP connecting reactants with the H2O minimum
occurs via a bent attack of the O(1D) atom to the H2
molecule.40

An examination of the imaginary frequency and evo
tion along the intrinsic reaction coordinate for the TS det
mined in our previous work of Ref. 23~collinear O–H–C
arrangement! indicated that it corresponds to an abstracti
type MEP. Such detailed analysis was not performed in R
22 to elucidate the nature of the TS. However, leaving as
whether the early TS found in that work allows for insertio
or not, we believe that our present results lead to a be
description of this stationary point. The broken symme
wave function used in Ref. 23 to optimize the TS structu
did not stand for the pure singlet state, but for a 50:50 mix
the singlet and triplet states of the system. The active sp
and basis set employed in Ref. 22 were significantly sma
than those used here. Hence, the CASSCF MEP of reac
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~1! corresponds to the insertion of the O(1D) atom into a
C–H bond proceeding via a bent~O–H–C! transition state.

The properties of the CH3OH minimum are well de-
scribed at the CASSCF level~Table II!. The alcohol mini-
mum connects with products along the MEP without s
mounting any energy barrier above them. A similar situat
was obtained when analyzing the fragmentation of CH3OH
to produce CH3O1H, which is another reaction channel o
the O(1D)1CH4 system.19 These results agree with thos
reported in Refs. 22 and 23.

The evolution of the energy barrier with theO–H–C
attacking angle was also studied at the CASSCF level.
analyzed the approach of oxygen to methane for differ
angles. To make the calculations easier, they were perfor
assuming the existence of anO–H–C–H8 planar geometry
~i.e., assumingCs symmetry!, in accordance with the fac
that the CASSCF MEP of reaction~1! was found to maintain
such planar structure. The results obtained are depicte
Fig. 3. The energy barrier was found to be minimal for t
TS1a and TS1b structures, which present a deviation w
respect to theO–H–Ccollinear geometry of655.5°. As this
deviation increases, the energy barrier rises smoothly. On
other hand, whenO–H–C conformations closer to the co
linear limit are considered, the energy barrier increa
slightly and a maximum is reached~at about 6.0 kcal mol21!
for an O–H–Cangle nearly equal to 180°. For this angle, t
energy gradient and harmonic frequencies of the structur
the barrier geometry were calculated and found to co
spond to a transition state of the 11A PES~TS2!. More ex-
actly, it was characterized as a saddle point of third ord
because it has three imaginary frequencies: One associat
the motion along the collinear path of reaction~O–H–C
asymmetric stretching! and the other two, which are ident
cal, corresponding to the bending of theO–H–Cstructure. It
can be inferred that the TS2 stationary point governs
abstraction pathway leading from reactants to products
reaction~1!.

The reaction pathway for a fixedO–H–Cangle equal to
the TS2 one~nearly collinear approach! was further analyzed
at the CASSCF level. The profile obtained for such pathw
is given in Fig. 2. As stated above, TS2 leads directly~with-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the CASSCF energy barrier with theO–H–Cangle
for the 11A ~d! and 21A ~l! PESs.
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out exploring the CH3OH minimum! to the OH1CH3 as-
ymptote via an abstraction pathway. This pathway pas
through a vdW minimum~M2! located in the exit channel o
the reaction. The properties of this minimum are shown
Table II.

A better description of the energetics of the 11A PES
was obtained by means of the CASPT2 method~Fig. 2!. First
of all, CASPT2 pointwise calculations on the CASSCF ME
connecting reactants and CH3OH were carried out. The
CASPT2 energies of these points were in all cases below
energy of reactants, even for the CASSCF TS1a and T
geometries. Hence, the CASPT2 insertion pathway conn
ing reactants with the CH3OH minimum is barrierless. This
differs from the CASSCF results~where a barrier 3.8
kcal mol21 high was determined! and is consistent with the
experimental findings.5 Thus, the fact that the overall rat
constant for the O(1D)1CH4 reaction at room temperatur
is very high and approaches to the gas kinetic limit, toget
with the observation that is shows a negligible depende
on the temperature, within the 200–350 K interval, sugg
that reaction~1! should not present activation energy.5

The dissociation pathways of the CH3OH structure to
yield either OH1CH3 ~main reaction channel! or CH3O
1H products were also analyzed using the CASPT2 meth
As for the CASSCF level, these two possible dissociatio
evolve without surmounting any energy barrier above pr
ucts.

As for the insertion type MEP, the CASPT2 pointwis
calculations on the CASSCF stationary points of the abst
tion pathway@nearly collinear approach of the O(1D) atom
to a C–H bond# yielded energy values below the energy
reactants in all cases. Therefore, the attack of the O(1D)
atom to a C–H bond through a collinear O–H–C arran
ment takes place without surmounting any energy bar
along the corresponding collinear pathway. The lack of
ergy barrier at the CASPT2 level was also observed w
computing the CASPT2 energies on the CASSCF structu
corresponding to the approach of oxygen to methane for
ferentO–H–Cangles. Only forO–H–Cattack angles below
90° an energy barrier in the entrance channel of the reac
was observed at the CASPT2 level. Therefore, the CASP
1 1A PES is quite isotropic at the reactants region
O–H–Cangles within the 90°–180° range. This means t
although the MEP of the ground PES involved an insert
type reaction path, this particular PES also allows an abst
tion reaction path to take place. Nevertheless, due to
existence of the deep CH3OH minimum on the PES, the
contribution of the abstraction mechanism to the reactiv
should be expected to be small.

This is consistent with previous results. Thus, QCT c
culations on a triatomic analytical representation of t
ground PES, which reproduced the main features here es
lished for this surface, showed that reaction~1! mainly pro-
ceeded via the insertion mechanism, the abstraction me
nism only accounting for 1%–2% of the reactivity at th
usual conditions attained in the experiments.24 Also, mea-
surements of the energy distribution of the OH product s
gested that reaction~1! takes place via an insertio
mechanism.9,11–13
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The presence of a vdW minimum located in the e
channel of reaction~1! for an O–H–Cangle of 180° was
confirmed at the CASPT2 level.

B. Excited 2 1A PES

The first excited PES (21A) had not previously been
studied to a significant extent. Only in theab initio study of
Ref. 22 a preliminary analysis was performed. There, it w
reported that in the entrance channel of reaction~1! this PES
was much more repulsive than the ground PES (11A). How-
ever, recentab initio and dynamic studies about the relat
O(1D)1H2 reaction have proved that the role played by t
first excited PES (11A9) of the system should not b
neglected.26–32

Here, we performed two different types of CASSCF c
culations on the 21A PES, depending on whetherC1 or Cs

symmetries were considered. In the former case, we wor
with a state-average CASSCF wave function, because
taining a pure 21A CASSCF wave function was not possib
in most cases, due to its energetic closeness to the gro
1 1A one. This prevented us from carrying out optimizatio
and frequency calculations for the 21A PES inC1 symmetry.
On the other hand, when constraining the O, H, C, and8
atoms to have them in the same plane~i.e., underCs sym-
metry!, the 21A state converts into the 11A9 state. Thus, we
recover the advantages of working with ground state w
functions. Preliminary calculations inC1 symmetry showed
that the stationary points and MEP of the 21A surface had
Cs symmetry, as had happened for the 11A surface.

The stationary points and MEP obtained at the CASS
level for the 21A PES are given in Fig. 4 and Table II, an
Table B of the supplementary material.39 The MEP of this
PES corresponds to a collinear approach~O–H–C angle of
180°! of the O(1D) atom to a C–H bond, giving rise to a
early transition state (TS18). Its geometry, energy and ha
monic frequencies were computed. However, since these
culations were carried out inCs symmetry, it was not pos
sible to perform a complete characterization of TS18, as only
frequencies of theA8 type could be computed. From thes
frequencies, it was inferred that TS18 was an ordinary~first
order, one imaginary frequency! saddle point of the PES
Pointwise CASSCF calculations for out-of-plane distortio
of the TS18 geometry always yielded higher energies th
that corresponding to TS18.

TS18 allows connection of reactants with products v
an abstraction pathway, evolving through geometries w
collinear O–H–C arrangements. A second stationary po
was found along the CASSCF MEP, corresponding to a v
minimum located in the exit channel of the reaction (M28).
The geometry, energy and harmonic frequencies are the s
than the ones for the M2 vdW minimum of the ground 11A
PES ~cf. in Table II and Table B of the supplementa
material39!. This is due to the degeneracy of the 11A and
2 1A PESs in the exit channel of the collinear MEP of rea
tion ~1!. This situation corresponds toC3v symmetry ar-
rangements of the system.

The CASSCF energy of TS18 ~about 12 kcal mol21! is
much higher than that found for the early collinear TS of t
t
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1 1A PES~TS2!. The dependence of the energy barrier on
O–H–Cangle was also studied at the CASSCF level for
excited PES, assuming that the O, H, C, and H8 atoms were
placed in the same plane~Fig. 3!. As stated above, the mini
mal energy was obtained for a collinearO–H–Cstructure in
this case. When deviating from collinearity the energy barr
steeply increases, so that for the first excited PES the in
tion of the O(1D) into a C–H bond was found to be ene
getically disfavored. Hence, reactivity over the 21A surface
must be expected to occur only via an abstraction mec
nism, in contrast with what happens for the 11A surface.
Similar results have been obtained for the O(1D)1H2

reaction.29,40

When applying the CASPT2 method to study the exci
2 1A PES, the main features established at the CASSCF l
were reproduced, but the CASPT2 optimal energy for TS8
was significantly shifted from the CASSCF one. Thus,
though the CASPT2 transition state was found to hav
collinear O–H–C geometry too, it seemed to occur for
longer O–H distance. In the interest of accurately determ
ing the energy barrier for the excited PES, special pains w
taken to obtain the CASPT2 geometry of TS18. We operated
sequentially as follows:~a! a set of 40 CASPT2 points wer
computed along the reaction coordinateO–H–CH3, fixing
the O–H–Cangle to 180° and optimizing the structure of th
methyl group for each one of these points at the CASS
level; ~b! the calculated CASPT2 energies were fitted us
bicubic splines in terms of the O–H and H–C distances a

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the stationary points and connec
between them found at the CASSCF and CASPT2ab initio levels for the
2 1A PES.
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the resulting values of these two distances for the CASP
TS18 stationary point were derived employing numeric
gradients;~c! the geometry of the methyl group was op
mized at the CASSCF level for theROH and RHC values
found and anO–H–Cangle equal to 180°. The energy of th
final structure was calculated by means of the CASP
method~see Table II and Fig. 4!.

As mentioned, TS18 at the CASPT2 level presented
more evident early saddle point character than at
CASSCF level. Thus,ROH is equal to 1.625 and 1.401 Å fo
the optimal CASPT2 and CASSCF geometries, respectiv
Also, a non-negligible energy shift was observed betwe
the CASSCF and CASPT2 saddle points. The high CASS
energy barrier~12.0 kcal mol21! is significantly reduced
when including the dynamical correlation by means of
CASPT2 method~1.2 kcal mol21!. At this point, it must be
noted that the average collision energies usually employe
the experiments on reaction~1! @4.8 kcal mol21,7,9 6.5
kcal mol21,19 and 9.3 kcal mol21 ~Refs. 11–18!# are large
enough to allow for reactivity on the 21A PES, according to
the CASPT2 energy barrier.

In spite of the abovementioned results, no experime
evidence was found of the involvement of the first excit
PES on reaction~1!. This is probably due to two main rea
sons:~a! though possible at the usual energies of the exp
ments, reactivity on the 21A PES should be expected to b
significantly smaller than that for the ground surface, as
latter is barrierless and quite isotropic in the entrance ch
nel; ~b! it is not easy to experimentally assess the contri
tion of the excited PES in reaction~1! and specific experi-
ments focused on this problem would be needed.
instance, although a large number of experimental wo
have been addressed to the elucidation of the energetic
the OH product of reaction~1!,6–13 the highly excited vibra-
tional levels of OH expected to be populated by the abst
tion mechanism occurring on the 21A PES have been little
analyzed. Such analysis was recently carried out, howe
for the analogous O(1D)1C2H6 ~Ref. 41! and O(1D)
1C2H4 ~Ref. 42! reactions and the findings showed prelim
nary evidences of the contribution of an abstraction mec
nism to the formation of high internally excited OH mo
ecules.

At this point, it is worth considering recent experimen
and theoretical investigations reported for the rela
O(1D)1H2→OH1H process and its deuterated isotop
variants~see, e.g., Refs. 26–32!. From these it has been in
ferred that, although the major contribution to the reactiv
of the system is due to an insertion mechanism evolv
through the ground 11A8 PES, the low energy barrier pre
sented by the first excited PES (11A9 PES! allows an ab-
straction mechanism to take place on it. The contribution
this mechanism increases with collision energy and rend
OH molecules with specific dynamic properties: pronounc
vibrational inversion, low rotational excitation, and bac
ward scattering.

C. Influence of other excited PESs

From the calculations given here, it was inferred tha
significant contribution of the excited 21A PES to the reac-
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tivity might be expected. The contribution of other excite
PESs to the process may be considered to be much less
portant, since they do not correlate adiabatically with t
OH(X 2P)1CH3 products. Nevertheless, it might be inte
esting to estimate the role played by the excited 31A PES for
two reasons:~a! it is expected a 11A– 3 1A avoided crossing
for geometries close toC3v symmetry; ~b! this avoided
crossing might occur once surmounted the barrier of the
cited PES, which in principle could be overcome at the us
experimental conditions, because the 21A and 31A PESs are
nearly degenerate for geometries close toC3v symmetry at
the entrance valley of the reaction. This situation resemb
what was described for the related O(1D)1H2 system,
where a non-negligible contribution of the excited 21A8
state to the reactivity, due to nonadiabatic interactions w
the ground 11A8 PES, was reported.43

As explained at the beginning of Sec. III, the 11A– 3 1A
avoided crossing arises as a consequence of the crossin
tween the 11A1 and 11E PESs forC3v symmetry~collinear
O–H–C geometries!. Therefore, in this work we have jus
focused on the characterization of the 11A1– 1 1E crossing
by means of the CASSCF and CASPT2 methods~and the
same active space and basis set reported above!, in order to
investigate the avoided crossing between the 11A and 31A
PESs for geometries close toC3v symmetry. AlthoughC3v
symmetry could be assumed in the calculations, we car
out them inCs symmetry because future work is intended
be developed to characterize the 11A8 (1 1A in C1) and
2 1A8 (3 1A in C1) PESs around the crossing region. Thus
state-averageA8 CASSCF wave function with equal weight
of the 11A8 and 21A8 states was considered in the calcu
tions. A rough picture about the location of the crossing w
obtained by analyzing the energy difference between
1 1A8 and 21A8 roots of the state-average CASSCF solutio
This was done for all geometries previously computed wh
studying the collinearO–H–CH3 pathway connecting reac
tants with products through the 11A PES. The point with the
least energy difference between both roots was taken
first approximation of the crossing geometry. Afterwards
set of 40 CASPT2 and CASSCF energies was calculated
severalROH andRCH distances around that geometry, fixin
the O–H–Cangle to 180° and taking the CH3 structure from
a pure 11A8 CASSCF optimization calculation. A 2D map o
the differences between the 11A8 and 21A8 energies was
determined by fitting a bicubic splines expression to the c
culated energies and, by numerical differentiation, the po
with minimal energy difference was found. The geometry
this point was taken as the lowest energy crossing struc
between the 11A1 and 11E PESs~see Table III!.

For both the CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations, t
1 1A1– 1 1E PESs crossing is observed to occur once
early barrier for the excited PES is surmounted, which h
been previously calculated~see TS18 in Table II!. Thus, the
ROH values found for the crossing and the barrier were 1.0
Å ~CASSCF! and 1.073 Å ~CASPT2!, and 1.401 Å
~CASSCF! and 1.625 Å~CASPT2!, respectively. Because
the energy barrier for the 11E PES is only 1.2 kcal mol21

high ~at the CASPT2 level!, the crossing region might be
accessed at the usual experimental conditions when the
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TABLE III. Properties of the lowest energy crossing structure between the 11A1 and 11E PESs.a

ROH /Å RHC /Å RH8C /Å RH8C /Å /CHO/° /H8CH/° /H9CH/° DE/kcal mol21 b E/kcal mol21 c

CASSCF 1.081 1.280 1.094 1.094 180.0 101.7 101.7 0.1 6.4
CASPT2 1.074 1.307 1.090 1.090 180.0 101.0 101.0 0.1 215.6

aSee Fig. 2 for the internal coordinates definition. See text.
bEnergy difference between the PESs at the lowest energy crossing geometry found.
cEnergy of the 11A PES at the crossing geometry mentioned above. Energy referred to reactants.
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tem evolves on this PES. This means that, in case that s
distortions of the collinearO–H–C arrangement leading to
Cs or C1 geometries occur, the avoided crossing region w
be explored, where significant nonadiabatic interactio
might be expected between the 11A8 (1 1A in C1) and 21A8
(3 1A in C1) PESs. As a consequence, the excited 31A sur-
face might contribute to the reactivity of reaction~1! for
geometries close toC3v symmetry, although it does not adia
batically correlates with the OH(X 2P)1CH3 products.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The two potential energy surfaces (11A and 21A PESs!
adiabatically correlating the reactants and products asy
totes of the title reaction were studied by means of
CASSCF and CASPT2 methods. A full valence active sp
and a large basis set@6-311G(2d f ,2pd)# were employed.

At the highestab initio level considered, the minimum
energy path determined for the ground PES (11A) evolved
through the barrierless insertion of the O(1D) atom into a
C–H bond of methane. The OH1CH3 products arise from
the dissociation of the CH3OH intermediate formed. How
ever, it was also found that reaction~1! may alternatively
occur via an abstraction pathway through nearly collin
O–H–C geometries~without involving the CH3OH mini-
mum!.

Reactivity over the excited 21A PES was found to pro
ceed only via an abstraction pathway. The energy bar
calculated for such process at the CASPT2 level is l
enough~1.2 kcal mol21! to expect that the 21A PES plays a
non-negligible role in the reaction, even at the usual con
tions of the experiments. Although no experimental evide
was found yet of such a situation, we believe that spec
experiments different from those already reported in the
erature should be required in order to assert it.

Finally, the avoided crossing between the 11A and 31A
PESs was also investigated, the latter surface correla
with the excited OH(A 2S1) product. The features found fo
the crossing are such that it might be expected a n
negligible contribution of the 31A PES to reaction~1!, as a
result of the nonadiabatic interaction with the 11A PES.
However, dynamic calculations on reaction~1!, accounting
for nonadiabatic couplings between PESs, will be require
order to unravel this point.
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